
The free-body diagram is the most im-
portant tool in this book. It is a drawing of a
system and the loads acting on it. Creating
a free-body diagram involves mentally sep-
arating the system (the portion of the world
you’re interested in) from its surroundings
(the rest of the world), and then drawing a
simplified representation of the system.
Next you identify all the loads (forces and
moments) acting on the system and add
them to the drawing.
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As an example of creating a free-body diagram, consider the two friends
leaning against each other in Figure 6.1a. The free-body diagram of
Friend 1 is shown in Figure 6.1c. In going from Figure 6.1a to 6.1c, we
zoomed in on and drew a boundary around the system (Friend 1) to
isolate him from his surroundings, as shown in Figure 6.1b. This
boundary is an imaginary surface and the system is (by definition) the
“stuff” inside this imaginary surface. The system’s surroundings are
everything else. You can think of the boundary as a shrink wrap
around the system.

After drawing the boundary, we identified the external loads acting
on the system either at or across this boundary and drew them at their
points of application. These loads represent how the surroundings push,
pull, and twist the system. In a free-body diagram we draw the system
somewhat realistically and replace the surroundings with the loads they
apply to the system. It is important to recognize that we are not ignoring
the surroundings—we simply replace them with the loads the system ex-
periences because of them. For example, in Figure 6.1c we replace the
back of Friend 2 with the normal force he applies to the back of Friend 1
(Fnormal, back 2 on back 1).

This chapter is devoted exclusively to creating free-body diagrams.
We build on the work in prior chapters on forces and moments and
on the engineering analysis procedure presented in Chapter 1. Creat-
ing a free-body diagram is part of the DRAW step in the analysis
procedure.
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On completion of this chapter, you will be able to:
◆ Isolate a system from its surroundings and identify the supports
◆ Define the loads associated with supports and represent these loads in terms of vectors
◆ Inspect a system and determine whether it can be modeled as a planar system
◆ Represent the system and the external loads acting on it in a diagram called a free-body diagram

O B J E C T I V E S◆

Floor

Friend 2Friend 1

Fnormal, back 2 on back 1

Ffriction, floor

Fnormal, floor

Wfriend 1

(a) (b)
(c)

Figure 6.1 (a) Two friends leaning against one another; (b) isolate Friend 1 by drawing a
boundary. Friend 1 is the system; (c) a free-body diagram of Friend 1



6.1 TYPES OF EXTERNAL LOADS ACTING 
ON SYSTEMS

Some of the external loads acting on a system act across the system
boundary; the principal example of this type of load is gravity (which
manifests itself as weight). Another example is the magnetic force,
which results from electromagnetic field interaction. The magnetic force
is what turns a motor.

Other external loads act directly on the boundary. Consider where:

• The boundary passes through a connection between the system and
its surroundings, commonly referred to as a boundary support (or
support for short). A support may be, for example, a bolt, cable or
a weld, or simply where the system rests against its surroundings.
We replace each support with the loads it applies to the system.
These loads consist of the contact forces discussed in Chapter 4
(normal contact, friction, tension, compression, and shear).
Synonyms for the term supports are reactions and boundary
connections.

• The boundary separates the system from fluid surroundings. We
refer to this as a fluid boundary. We replace the fluid with the loads
the fluid applies to the system. This load consists of the pressure
(force per unit area) of the fluid pressing on and/or moving along
the boundary.

In practice, a system may be acted on by a combination of cross-
boundary loads (usually gravity), loads at supports, and loads at fluid
boundaries, as illustrated in Figure 6.2.

Notice that at some boundary locations no loads act. At other loca-
tions there are what are called known loads—for example, in Figure 6.2,
the 40-kN gravity force is a known load.

Depending on the nature of an external load acting on a system,
when that load is drawn on a free-body diagram it is represented either
by a vector acting at a point of application or as a distributed load acting
on an area. The load is given a unique variable label, and its magnitude
(if it is a known load) is written next to the vector.
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Figure 6.2 (a) Isolate the ship by
drawing a boundary. The ship is the
system; (b) a free-body diagram of
the ship
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E X E R C I S E S  6 . 1

6.1.1. The system to be considered is a coat rack with
some items hanging off of it as shown in E6.1.1. In your
mind draw a boundary around the system to isolate it from
its surroundings.

a. Make a sketch of the coat rack and the external
loads acting on it. Show the loads as vectors and label
them with variables, and where possible give word de-
scriptions of the loads.

b. List any uncertainties you have about the free-body
diagram you have created.

◆

E6.1.1



6.1.4. Visit a weight room, and take a look at one of the
exercise stations—preferably one that is in use!

a. Consider where the person is standing, hanging, lay-
ing, and/or pushing on it. In your mind, draw a boundary
around the person to define him or her as the system.
Make a sketch of the system and the external loads acting
on it, showing the loads as vectors with variable labels.
Where possible give word descriptions of the loads. List
any uncertainties you have about the free-body diagram
you have created.

b. Consider where the person is standing, hanging, lay-
ing, and/or pushing on it. In your mind, draw a boundary
around the exercise machine to define it as the system.
Make a sketch of the system and the external loads acting
on it, showing the loads as vectors with variable labels.
Where possible give word descriptions of the loads. List
any uncertainties you have about the free-body diagram
you have created.

6.1.5. Visit a local playground near campus, and take a
look at a jungle gym—preferably one that is in use! Con-
sider where the children (or adults!) are standing/hanging.
In your mind, draw a boundary around the jungle gym to
define it as your system. Make a sketch of the system and
the external loads acting on it, showing the loads as vec-
tors with variable labels. List any uncertainties you have
about the free-body diagram you have created.

6.1.6. Visit a local pet store or zoo and look at the fish
tanks.

a. In your mind, draw a boundary around the fish tank
including the water to define it as your system. Make a
sketch of the system and the external loads acting on it,
showing the loads as vectors with variable labels. List any
uncertainties you have about the free-body diagram you
have created.

b. In your mind, draw a boundary around the fish tank
excluding the water to define it as your system. Make a
sketch of the system and the external loads acting on it,
showing the loads as vectors with variable labels. List any
uncertainties you have about the free-body diagram you
have created.

6.1.2. The system to be considered is defined as a mobile
as shown in E6.1.2. In your mind draw a boundary around
the system to isolate it from its surroundings at point E.

a. Make a sketch of the mobile and the external loads
acting on it. Show the loads as vectors and label them with
variables, and where possible give word descriptions of the
loads.

b. List any uncertainties you have about the free-body
diagram you have created.
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E6.1.3

E

E6.1.2

6.1.3. The system to be considered is a person and a
ladder, as shown in E6.1.3. In your mind draw a boundary
around the system to isolate it from its surroundings.

a. Make a sketch of the system and the external loads
acting on it. Show the loads as vectors and label them with
variables, and where possible give word descriptions of the
loads.

b. List any uncertainties you have about the free-body
diagram you have created.

6.2 PLANAR SYSTEM SUPPORTS
We now consider how to identify supports and represent the loads asso-
ciated with them when working with planar systems. A system is planar
if all the forces acting on it can be represented in a single plane and all
moments are about an axis perpendicular to that plane. If a system is
not planar it is a nonplanar system. In Section 6.4 we will lay out guide-
lines for identifying planar and nonplanar systems. For now, we assume
that all of the systems we are dealing with in this section are planar.



Consider the systems in Figure 6.3 for which we want to draw fee-
body diagrams. Each system consists of a uniform bar of weight W, ori-
ented so that gravity acts in the negative y direction. However, each has
different supports that connect it to its surroundings. For example:

In Figure 6.3a, the supports consist of
• normal contact without friction at A, and
• cable attached to the system at B.

In Figure 6.3b, the supports consist of
• a spring attached to the system at C, and
• normal contact with friction at D.

In Figure 6.3c, the support consists of
• a system fixed to its surroundings at E.

In Figure 6.3d, the supports consist of
• a system pinned to its surroundings at G, and
• a link attached to the system at H.

At each support we consider whether the surroundings act on the
system with a force and/or a moment. As a general rule, if a support pre-
vents the translation of the system in a given direction, then a force acts on
the system at the location of the support in the opposing direction. Like-
wise, if rotation is prevented, a moment opposing the rotation acts on the
system at the location of the support.

At Point A (Normal Contact Without Friction). At this
support the system rests against a smooth, frictionless surface. A normal
force prevents the system from moving into the surface and is oriented so
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Figure 6.3 An object connected to its surroundings by various supports. The
object can be modeled as a planar system



as to push on the system. Because the supporting surface at A is smooth,
friction between the system and its surroundings is nonexistent. There-
fore there is no force component parallel to the surface. In Figure 6.4a
(the free-body diagram of Figure 6.3a) the force resulting from normal
contact at A is represented by FA,normal; we know its direction is normal to
the surface so as to push on the system.

At Point B (Cable). At this support a force acts on the system;
the line of action of the force is along the cable. The force represents the
cable pulling on the system because the cable can only act in tension. In
Figure 6.4a the force from the cable at B is represented by FB,cable; we
know its direction is along the cable axis in the direction that allows the
cable to pull on the system.

At Point C (Spring). At this support there is a force that either
pushes or pulls on the system; the line of action of the force is along the
axis of the spring. If the spring is extended by an amount �, the spring is
in tension and the force is oriented so as to pull on the system. If the
spring is compressed by an amount �, the force is oriented so as to push
on the system. The magnitude of the force is proportional to the amount
of spring extension or compression, and the proportionality constant is
the spring constant, k. In other words, the size of the force is equal to
the product of k and the spring extension or compression:

(6.1)

where the dimensions of k are force/length (e.g., N/mm). The value of
FC in (6.1) will be positive when the spring is in tension (since � will be
positive) and negative when the spring is compressed (since � will be
negative).

In Figure 6.4b the spring force at C is represented by FC,spring; we
know its direction is along the spring axis. If the spring is in tension, the
force acts so as to pull on the system. If the spring is in compression, the
force acts so as to push on the system. We have drawn the direction of
FC,spring to indicate that the spring is in tension. We could equally well
have chosen the direction of FC,spring to indicate that the spring is in
compression, but as we will see in the next chapter, drawing the spring
in tension will make interpreting numerical answers easier.

At Point D (Normal Contact with Friction). At this sup-
port there are two forces acting on the system. One is a normal force
(just like normal contact without friction). The second is due to friction
and is parallel to the surface against which the system rests—therefore it
is perpendicular to the normal force.

The force due to friction (Ffriction) is related to and limited by normal
contact force (Fnormal) and the characteristics of the contact. Often the
relationship between Ffriction and Fnormal is represented in terms of the
Coulomb Friction Model. This model states that if ´Ffriction´ � �static
´Fnormal´ the system will not slide relative to its surroundings, where

FC � k(�)
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Figure 6.4 Free-body diagrams of the
planar systems shown in Figure 6.3
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�static is the coefficient of static friction and typically ranges from 0.01 to
0.70, depending on the characteristics of the contact. If ´Ffriction´ �
�static ´Fnormal ,́ the condition is that of impending motion.

In Figure 6.4b the normal force at D is represented by FD,normal; we
know its direction is normal to the surface so as to push on the system.
The friction force is represented by FD,friction and is parallel to the sur-
face and perpendicular to the normal force. We could have drawn
FD,friction to point to the right or to the left; we arbitrarily chose to draw
it upward to the right.

At Point E (System Fixed to Surroundings, Referred to
as a Fixed Support). At this support a force and a moment act
on the system. To get a feeling for a fixed boundary, consider the setup
shown in Figure 6.5 (better yet, reproduce it yourself). The ruler is the
system, and your hands are the surroundings. Grip one end of the ruler
firmly with your left hand and apply a force with a finger of your right
hand, as shown in Figure 6.5a. Notice that your left hand automatically
applies a load (consisting of a force and a moment) to the ruler in order
to keep the gripped end from translating and rotating; this load “fixes”
the gripped end relative to your left hand. The load of your left hand
acting on the ruler (a fixed support) can be represented as a force of
FLH � FLH,xi � FLH,y j and a moment of MLH � MLH,zk that are the net
effect of your left hand gripping the ruler (see Figure 6.5b).

Returning now to the system depicted in Figure 6.3c, we can describe
the loads acting at the fixed support at E as FE � FExi � FEy j and ME �
MEzk. These loads are shown in Figure 6.4c.

At Point G (System Pinned to Its Surroundings, Re-
ferred to as a Pin Connection). A pin connection consists of
a pin that is loosely fitted in a hole. At this support a force acts on the
system. To get a feeling for the force at a pin connection consider the
physical setup in Figure 6.6a. The ruler (which is the system) is lying on
a flat surface in position 1. A pencil, which is acting like a pin, is placed
in the hole in the ruler and is gripped firmly with your left hand. The
pencil and your hands constitute the surroundings. Now load the system
with your right hand as shown in Figure 6.6a; notice how your left hand
reacts with a force to counter the right-hand force. If you next orient the
ruler and right hand load as shown in Figure 6.6b, again your left hand
counters with a force. Finally, load the ruler as shown in Figure 6.6c,
and notice that the ruler rotates because your left hand is unable to
counter with an opposing moment. This exercise tells you that there is a
force (FLH) acting on the system at the pin connection but no moment.
The force FLH lies in the plane perpendicular to the pencil’s length. For
the situation in Figure 6.6, this means that FLH can be written FLH �
FLH,xi � FLH,y j (Figure 6.6d).

For the system in Figure 6.3d, we can describe the load acting at the
pin connection at G as FG � FGxi � FGy j, as shown in Figure 6.4d. We
have arbitrarily chosen to draw both components in their respective
positive direction.
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Figure 6.5 Illustrating a planar fixed
boundary connection: (a) applying
loads to a ruler; (b) the resulting free-
body diagram if the ruler is defined as
the system. Note how the loads the left-
hand applies to the ruler are depicted.
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At Point H (Link). At this support there is a force that either
pushes or pulls on the system; the line of action of the force is along the
axis of the link. We shall have a lot more to say about links in the next
chapter—for now we simply say that a link is a member with a pin con-
nection at each end and no other loads acting on it.

In Figure 6.4d the force at H is represented by FH,link acting along the
long axis of the link. A link may either push or pull on the system, and
here we have chosen to assume pulling. We could equally well have cho-
sen the direction of FH,link to indicate that the link is pushing, but as we
will see in the next chapter, drawing the link as pulling will make inter-
preting numerical answers easier.

The free-body diagrams of the planar systems in Figure 6.3 are pre-
sented in Figure 6.4. These diagrams include loads due to supports, as
well as the load due to gravity acting at J. Each load is represented as a
vector and is given a variable label. If the magnitude of a load is known,
this value is included on the diagram.

Summary

Table 6.1 summarizes the loads associated with the planar supports
discussed, along with some other commonly found planar supports.
Don’t feel that you need to memorize all the supports in this table—it
is presented merely as a ready reference. On the other hand, you
should be familiar with the loads associated with these standard planar
supports.

Figure 6.6 Illustrating a planar pin connection: (a) applying loads to a ruler (Position 1);
(b) applying loads to a ruler (Position 2); (c) applying loads to a ruler (Position 3); 
(d) loads acting on the ruler at the pin connection
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Table 6.1 Standard Supports for Planar Systems

(B)
(A) Loads to Be Shown on 
Supports Description of Loads Free-Body Diagram

1. Normal contact without friction Force (F) oriented normal to surface F
on which system rests. Direction is such 
that force pushes on system.

2. Cable, rope, wire Force (F) oriented along cable. Direction F
is such that cable pulls on the system.

3. Spring Force (F) oriented along long axis of F
spring. Direction is such that spring pulls 
on system if spring is in tension, and 
pushes if spring is in compression.

4. Normal contact with friction Two forces, one (Fy) oriented normal to Fy
surface on which the system rests so as to Fx
push on system, other force (Fx) is tangent 
to surface.

5. Fixed support Force in xy plane represented in terms Fx � Fy
of components Fx and Fy. Mz
Moment about z axis (Mz).
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Table 6.1 (Cont.)

(B)
(A) Loads to Be Shown on 
Supports Description of Loads Free-Body Diagram

6. Pin connection Force perpendicular to pin represented in Fx � Fy
(pin or hole is part of system) terms of components Fx and Fy. Point of 

application is at center of pin.

7. Link Force (F) oriented along link length; F
force can push or pull on the system.

8. Slot-on-pin Force (F) oriented normal to long axis of  F
(slotted member is part of system) slot. Direction is such that force can pull 

or push on system.

9. Pin-in-slot Force (F) oriented normal to long axis of F
(pin is part of system) slot. Direction is such that force can pull 

or push on system.

10. Smooth collar on smooth shaft Force (F) oriented perpendicular to long F
axis of shaft. Direction is such that force Mz
can pull or push on system.
Moment (Mz) about z axis.

11. Roller or rocker Force (F) oriented normal to surface on F
which system rests. Direction is such that 
force pushes on system.

Fy

Fx
x

y

SystemPin

F

System

FSystem

System

F
θRoller Rocker

System System
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θθθ
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E X A M P L E  6 . 1 C O M P L E T E  F R E E - B O D Y  D I A G R A M S

In Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8, a block is supported at several points and
the system is defined as the block. Gravity acts downward in the �y di-
rection at the indicated center of gravity (CG). In Figure 6.7, the surface
at B is rough. As shown in Figure 6.8, the magnitudes of FC and MC are
10 lb and 40 in.-lb, respectively.

(a) Explain why these figures are not free-body diagrams.
(b) Create a free-body diagram of each system. A

Fcable

CG

BC αy

x

A
C

CG

B
FC (10 lb)

MC (40 in.•lb)

y

x

Figure 6.7

Figure 6.8

Figure 6.9

Figure 6.10

A

y

x

x*

y*Fcable

α

CG

BC

B

A
C

y

x

CG

B

FC (10 lb)

MC (40 in.•lb)

Goal Explain why the two figures are not free-body diagrams and cre-
ate complete correct free-body diagrams.

Given We are given two systems with specified loads and supports.

Assume We assume that the system in each figure is planar because
the known loads and the loads applied by supports all lie in a single
plane. We also assume the slot-pin connection at B in Figure 6.8 is
smooth (frictionless).

Draw For each system, isolate it by drawing a boundary around the
block as is done in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10. Then replace each sup-
port by its associated loads.

Solution (a) Neither figure is a free-body diagram because the sys-
tem (the block) has not been isolated from its surroundings—at A and B
each block is still shown connected to its surroundings.

(b) Figure 6.7: We isolate the block using the boundary shown in Figure
6.9, establish the xy coordinate system for the entire system and the
x*y* coordinate system to simplify the representation of the support at
B. Then we note the following:

At A a pin connection attaches the system to its surroundings. Ac-
cording to Table 6.1, a pin connection applies a force to the system.
As we do not know the direction or magnitude of this force, we
represent it as two components, FAx and FAy, which we arbitrarily
draw in the positive x and y directions (Figure 6.11).

At B the system rests against a surface inclined at angle � relative to
the horizontal. Since we know that the surface is rough, we must
consider the friction between surface and system. According to
Table 6.1, there will be a normal force FB,normal acting on the sys-
tem, oriented perpendicular to the surface so as to push on the sys-
tem, as shown in Figure 6.11. We do not know its magnitude.
There is also the friction force FB,friction, perpendicular to FB,normal.
We do not know the magnitude of FB,friction or whether it acts in
the �x* or �x* direction, and so we arbitrarily draw it in the �x*
direction.

At C a cable pulls on the system, which we represent as a force of un-
known magnitude but known direction (FC).

At CG (the center of gravity) a force W acts in the �y direction.
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Consider the description of each planar system in Figures 6.13–6.21 and
determine whether the associated free-body diagram is correct. Unless
otherwise stated, assume that the weight of the system is negligible and
therefore can be ignored.

Figure 6.11

Figure 6.12

y

x

A
C

W

FAx

FAy MC (40 in.-lb)

FC (10 lb)

FBy

A

y*

x*

x*

y*

αBC

FC

W

FB, normal

FB, friction

FAx

FAy

(a) A thin rod is supported by a smooth tube that is fixed to the wall
(Figure 6.13a). The rod is touching the tube interior at A and leaning on
the tube end at B. A known force P is pushing on the rod at C. Assume
no friction on the surface of the tube.

P

A

B

C
(a)

Figure 6.13
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The block presented in Figure 6.11, with forces FAx, FAy, FB,normal, FB,fric-

tion, FC, and W each drawn at its point of application is a free-body dia-
gram of the system in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.8: We isolate the block using the boundary shown in Figure
6.10, establish an xy coordinate system as shown, and then we note the
following:

At A a pin connection attaches the system to its surroundings. Ac-
cording to Table 6.1, a pin connection applies a force to the system.
As we do not know the direction or magnitude of this force, we
represent it as two components, FAx and FAy, which we arbitrarily
draw in the positive x and y directions (Figure 6.12).

At B a slot in the block is attached to a slider that allows the block to
move in the x direction but prevents movement in the y direction.
Therefore, we include a force FBy, which we have arbitrarily drawn
in the positive direction.

At C there is a known force (FC) and a moment (MC). Known values
are written next to the vectors.

At CG (the center of gravity) a force W acts in the �y direction.

The block presented in Figure 6.12, with forces FAx, FAy, FBy, and
FC,known, W, and moment MC,known each drawn at its point of application
constitutes a free-body diagram of the system. Notice that this diagram
includes the known magnitudes of FC and MC.

Answer (a) Figures 6.7 and 6.8 are not free-body diagrams of systems
because each system (the block) has not been fully
separated from all supports.

(b) The free-body diagrams of the systems in Figures 6.7 and
6.8 are shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12, respectively.
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Answer Tube: The proposed free-body diagram of the tube in Figure
6.13b is correct. It accounts for the fixed end at the left and
the normal contact between the tube and the rod.

Answer Rod: The proposed free-body diagram of the tube in Figure
6.13b is not correct. The force FB,tube on rod in this diagram,
representing the normal force of the tube pushing on the rod,
should be in the other direction (Newton’s third law). As shown,
the tube is pulling on the rod which is not physically possible.

(b) A beam, pinned at A and resting against a roller at B, is loaded by a
2-kN force and a 2.4-kN � m moment (Figure 6.14a).

Answer The proposed free-body diagram of the beam in Figure 6.14b
is not correct. The normal force, FB,normal, acting on the beam
at B should be oriented perpendicular to the inclined surface.

(c) A uniform beam weighing 200 lb is fixed at A. A 400-lb and 1400-lb
load are applied at B and C as shown (Figure 6.15a).

Answer The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.15b is correct. 
The weight of the beam is included at the x � 5 ft position
since the beam is uniform.

(d) A door that weighs W hangs from hinges at A and B. Hinge A acts like a
pin connection, and hinge B acts like a vertical slot support (Figure 6.16a).

Answer The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.16b is not
correct. The hinge at B does not apply a vertical force to the
door, so this force should not be on the free-body diagram.
The vertical force component at A (FBy) is a thrust force.
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FA, tube on rod
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FA, rod on tube

x
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Tube

Rod

Figure 6.13 (Cont.) Proposed free-
body diagram

Figure 6.14



(e) A man weighing 800 N sits at the picnic table halfway between its
two ends. His center of gravity (CGman) is noted. The table weighs 200
N, with a center of gravity at CGtable (Figure 6.17a). Assume that any
friction between the legs and the ground can be neglected.

Answer The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.17b is not
correct. The label for the normal force acting on the table at
B should be 2FB, (not FB), because the force vector at B
represents the normal force for two legs.

(f) A frame used to lift a hatch is pinned to the hatch at A and B. A
force F is applied to the frame at C (Figure 6.18a).

Answer This free-body diagram in Figure 6.18b is not correct. At
each pin connection force components in the x and y
directions should be shown.

(g) A frame consisting of members AB and CD supports the pulleys,
cable, and block L (Figure 6.19a).

Answer Whole frame: The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.19b
is correct. It includes the forces at pins A and C, the cable
tension Fcable pulling on the frame, and the gravity force from
block L (WL).
Member CD: The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.19b
is incorrect because the forces at the pin connection at D have
not been included
Member AB: The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.19b
is correct.
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D
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x
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(h) A 50-kg roller is pulled up a 20� incline with a force P. As it is pulled
over a smooth step, all of its weight rests against the step (Figure 6.20a).

Answer The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.20b is not correct
because the gravity force should be drawn in the negative y*
direction. The mass of the roller has been properly converted
to weight on earth. The force FB is drawn correctly.

(i) A 1200-lb object is held up by a force T on a rope threaded through a
system of frictionless pulleys (Figure 6.21a).

Answer Pulley A: The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.21b
is correct. 
Since the pulleys are frictionless, the force throughout the
rope is constant (we will prove this in Chapter 7). The
tension on the rope is T wherever one cuts the rope.
Pulley B: The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.21b
is correct.

T

Pulley A________ Pulley B________

T

T T

T

1200 lb

FBx
B

FBy

(b)

T

1200 lb

A

B

(a)

Figure 6.20

Figure 6.21
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6.2.1. Consider the description of each planar system
and determine whether the proposed free-body diagram is
correct.

a. A curved beam of weight W is supported at A by 
a pin connection and at B by a rocker, as shown in E6.2.1a.

b. A beam is pinned at B and rests against a smooth
incline at A as shown in E6.2.1b. The total weight of the
beam is W.

c. A forklift is lifting a crate of weight W1 as shown in
E6.2.1c. The weight of the forklift is W2. The front wheels
are free to turn and the rear wheels are locked.

d. A mobile hangs from the ceiling from a cord as
shown in E6.2.1d.

e. A force acts on a brake pedal, as shown in E6.2.1e.
f. A child balances on the beam as shown in E6.2.1f.

Planes A and B are smooth. The weight of the beam is
negligible.

g. A beam is bolted to a wall at B as shown in E6.2.1g.
The weight of the beam is negligible.
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200 N

10° 15°
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B
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y

x
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B
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FAy
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200 N

FD FC

W

FAx FBx

E6.2.1
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Proposed free-body diagram.
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6.2.4. The belt-tensioning device is as shown in E6.2.4.
Pulley A is pinned to the L-arm at B. Based on informa-
tion in Table 6.1, what loads do you expect to act on the
pulley at B? What loads do you expect to act on the pulley
due to the belt tension? Present your answer in terms of a
sketch of the pulley that shows loads acting on it at B and
due to the belt tension. Also comment on whether the
sketch you created is or is not a free-body diagram.

6.2.2. The beam of uniform weight is fixed at C and
rests against a smooth block at A (E6.2.2). In addition, a
100-N weight hangs from point B. Based on information in
Table 6.1, what loads do you expect to act on the beam at
C due to the fixed condition? What loads do you expect to
act on the beam at A where it rests on the smooth block?
Present your answer in terms of a sketch of the beam that
shows the loads acting on it at A, B, and C. Also comment
on whether the sketch you created is or is not a free-body
diagram.

A C
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y

x

60° 60° 30°

D
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O

B
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Pulley A

C

A D

B

45°

200 N

E6.2.2

E6.2.4

E6.2.5

6.2.3. The truss is attached to the ground at A with a
rocker and at B with a pin connection (E6.2.3). Additional
loads acting on the beam are as shown. Based on informa-
tion in Table 6.1, what loads do you expect to act on the
truss at A due to the rocker connection? What loads do
you expect to act on the truss at B due to the pin connec-
tion? Present your answer in terms of a sketch of the truss
that shows the loads acting on it at A and B. Also com-
ment on whether the sketch you created is or is not a free-
body diagram.

E6.2.3

6.2.5. Cable AB passes over the small frictionless pul-
ley C without a change in tension and holds up the metal
cylinder (E6.2.5). Based on information in Table 6.1, what
loads do you expect to act on the cylinder? Present your
answer in terms of a sketch of the cylinder that shows all
the loads acting on it. Also comment on whether the
sketch you created is or is not a free-body diagram.

6.3 NONPLANAR SYSTEM SUPPORTS
Now we consider how to identify nonplanar system supports and rep-
resent the loads associated with them. A system is nonplanar if all the
forces acting on it cannot be represented in a single plane or all mo-
ments acting on it are not about an axis perpendicular to that plane.
You will see similarities to our discussion in the prior section on pla-
nar systems and some important differences. As with planar systems,
if a boundary location prevents the translation of a nonplanar system
in a given direction, then a force acts on the system at the location of
the support in the opposite direction. Likewise, if rotation is prevented,
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a moment opposite the rotation acts on the system at the location of the
support.

Consider the systems in Figure 6.22, for which we want to draw free-
body diagrams. The three nonplanar supports in Figure 6.22a (normal
contact without friction, cable, spring) are identical to their planar coun-
terparts. Associated with each support is a force acting along a known
line of action, as depicted in Figure 6.23a.

The two nonplanar supports in Figure 6.22b are similar to their planar
counterparts. Normal contact with friction involves normal and friction
forces, where the friction force is in the plane perpendicular to the nor-
mal force; these are represented in Figure 6.22b as F4z, F4x, and F4y, re-
spectively. The fixed support of a nonplanar system is able to prevent the
system from translating along and rotating about any axis—therefore it
involves a force with three components (F5 � F5xi � F5y j � F5yk) and a
moment with three components (M5 � M5xi � M5y j � M5zk). The free-
body diagram of the system in Figure 6.22b is depicted in Figure 6.23b.

Another commonly found nonplanar support is a single hinge (Fig-
ure 6.24a). It does not restrict rotation of the system about the hinge
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x
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W
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Figure 6.23 Free-body diagram of the
nonplanar systems shown in Figure 6.22

Figure 6.22 A plate connected to its
surroundings by various supports. The
plate must be modeled as a nonplanar
system.
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Figure 6.24 (a) The forces acting on
the system (A block) at a single-hinge
connection; (b) the forces acting on the
system (a trap door) at multiple hinges;
(c) hinges designed to prevent motion
along the hinge axis. The force
component Fz is commonly referred 
to as a thrust force.
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pin. A single hinge applies a force (with two components) and a mo-
ment (with two components) perpendicular to the axis of the hinge. For
the example in Figure 6.24a, we represent the loads acting at the single
hinge support as FA � FAxi � FAy j and moment MA � MAi � MAy j.

If a hinge is one of several properly aligned hinges attached to a sys-
tem, each hinge applies a force perpendicular to the hinge axis (see Fig-
ure 6.24b) and no moment. Depending on the design of a hinge (and
regardless of whether it is a single hinge or one of several), it may also
apply a force along the axis of the pin (Fz in Figure 6.24c). The experi-
ments outlined in Example 6.3 are intended to illustrate the difference
in the loads involved with single versus multiple hinges.

Summary

Table 6.2 summarizes the loads associated with supports for nonplanar
systems. Other supports commonly found with nonplanar systems are
also included in the table. For example, the ball-and-socket support re-
stricts all translations of the system by applying a force to the system,
but it does not restrict rotation of the system about any axis. An exam-
ple of a ball-and-socket support familiar to everyone is the human hip
joint (Figure 6.25). As another example, a journal bearing does not re-
strict system rotation about one axis, while restricting translation in a
plane perpendicular to the axis (Figure 6.25d). Take a few minutes to
study Table 6.2 and notice the similarities and differences between
hinges, journal bearings, and thrust bearings.

Table 6.2 is not an exhaustive list of nonplanar supports. It contains
commonly found and representative examples. If you find yourself con-
sidering a support that is not neatly classified as one of these, remember
that you can always return to the basic characteristics associated with
any support: If a support prevents the translation of the system in a given
direction, then a force acts on the system in the opposing direction. If rota-
tion is prevented, a moment opposing the rotation is exerted on the system.

Ball

Socket

y

x

z

Fy

Fx

Fz

(a) (b) (c)

Bearings

Shaft
(system)

(d)

Figure 6.25 (a) A ball-and-socket connection;
(b) the forces that the socket applies to the ball;
(c) the hip joint is a ball-and-socket connection;
(d) isometric view of a journal bearing with a
shaft running through it
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Table 6.2 Standard Supports for Nonplanar Systems

(B)
(A) Loads to Be Shown in 
Support Description of Boundary Loads Free-Body Diagram

1. Normal contact without friction Force (F) oriented normal to surface on F
which system rests. Direction is such that 
force pushes on system.

2. Cable, rope, wire Force (F) oriented along cable. Direction F
is such that force pulls on system.

3. Spring Force (F) oriented along long axis of F
spring. Direction is such that force pulls 
on system if spring is in tension and pushes 
if spring is in compression.

4. Normal contact with friction Two forces, one (Fz) oriented normal to Fz
surface so as to push on system, other force Fx � Fy
is tangent to surface on which the system 
rests and is represented in terms 
of its components (Fx � Fy).

5. Fixed support Force represented in terms of components Fx � Fy � Fz
(Fx � Fy � Fz). Mx � My � Mz
Moment represented in terms of components 
(Mx � My � Mz).
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System
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z

B

FAz

FBz

FBx

AFAx

SystemA
B

System

Fz

z

x

y

Fx

Fy

System

(B)
(A) Loads to Be Shown in 
Support Description of Boundary Loads Free-Body Diagram

6A. Single hinge Force in plane perpendicular to shaft axis; Fx � Fz
(shaft and articulated collar) represented as x and y components (Fx � Fz). Mx � Mz

Moment with components about axes 
perpendicular to shaft axis (Mx � Mz). OR
Depending on the hinge design, may also Fx � Fy � Fz
apply force along axis of shaft, (Fy). Mx � Mz

6B. Multiple Hinges Force in plane normal to shaft axis At hinge A: FAx � FAz
(one of two or more properly represented in terms of components At hinge B: FBx � FBz
aligned hinges) (Fx � Fz). Point of application at center 

of shaft. OR
Depending on design, may also apply FAx � FAy � FAz
force along axis of shaft (Fy). FBx � FBy � FBz

7. Ball and socket support Force represented as three components. Fx � Fy � Fz
(ball or socket as part of system)

8A. Single journal bearing Force in plane perpendicular to shaft axis; Fx � Fz
(frictionless collar that holds represented as x and y components (Fx � Fz). Mx � Mz
a shaft) Moment with components about axes 

perpendicular to shaft axis (Mx � Mz).

(Continued)
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Table 6.2 (Cont.)

(B)
(A) Loads to Be Shown in 
Support Description of Boundary Loads Free-Body Diagram

8B. Multiple journal bearings Force in plane perpendicular to shaft At journal bearing A:
(two or more properly aligned axis represented in terms of components FAx � FAz
journal bearings holding a shaft) (FAx � FAz). Point of application At journal bearing B:

at center of shaft. FBx � FBz

9A. Single thrust bearing Force represented in terms of three Fx � Fz � Fz
(journal bearing that also components (Fx � Fz � Fz). Component Mx � Mz
restricts motion along axis in direction of shaft axis (Fy) is sometimes 
of shaft) referred to as the “thrust force.” Point of 

application is at center of shaft.
Moment with components perpendicular to 
shaft axis (Mx � Mz).

9B. Multiple thrust bearings Force represented in terms of three At thrust bearing A:
(one of two or more properly components (Fx � Fz � Fz). Component FAx � FAy � FAz
aligned thrust bearings) in direction of shaft axis (Fy) is sometimes 

referred to as the “thrust force.” Point of 
application is at center of shaft.

10. Clevis: Collar on shaft with pin Force with components perpendicular Fy � Fz
(collar and shaft are part to shaft axis (Fy � Fz). Mz
of system) Moment with components perpendicular to 

shaft axis (Mz).

11. Smooth roller in guide Force represented as two components. Fx � Fz
One component (Fz) normal to surface 
on which system rests; the other is 
perpendicular to rolling direction (Fx).
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For each situation described below, draw a free-body diagram and de-
scribe the loads involved. To create the situations yourself, you will
need a yardstick, a rubber band, and a candy bar (to serve as a weight).
Your hands will serve as models of bearings and hinges. When consider-
ing the system, ignore the weight of the yardstick.

3534333232312928272625242322212019181716151413121110987654321
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y

Candy bar
x = 36 in.

Yard stick

Figure 6.27 (a) Situation 2; (b) free-
body diagram of Situation 2 

Situation 1: Hold the yardstick level as shown in Figure 6.26a. The
left hand is at x � 0 in. and the right hand is at x � 18 in. The candy bar
is hanging at the far right.

Description The left-hand fingers push down on the top of the
yardstick. Notice that you can move your left thumb away from the stick
because there is no load on it.

The right thumb pushes up on the bottom of the yardstick. Notice
that you can move your right-hand fingers away from the stick because
there is no load on them.

Free-Body Diagram for Situation 1 Consider how the hands
apply loads to the yardstick. Defining the yardstick as the system, draw
these loads on the yardstick to create the free-body diagram (Figure 6.26b).

Situation 2: Hold the yardstick level as shown in Figure 6.27a. The
left hand is at x � 9 in. and the right hand is at x � 18 in. The candy bar
is hanging at the far right. Each hand acts like a bearing or hinge.

Description The description for (1) still holds. The difference is,
that in order to keep the yardstick level, the forces involved in pushing
down with the left fingers and up with the right thumb are larger in
magnitude.

Free-Body Diagram for Situation 2 Consider how the hands
apply loads to the yardstick. Defining the yardstick as the system, draw
these loads on the yardstick to create the free-body diagram (Figure 6.27b).

Situation 3: Hold the yardstick level as shown in Figure 6.28a. The
right hand is at x � 18 in., and the candy bar is hanging at the far right.
The right hand acts like a single bearing or hinge.

Description The thumb pushes up on the bottom of the yardstick
and in conjunction with the right-hand fingers works to prevent the stick
from rotating; in doing this, the right hand applies a moment and pushes
upward with a force.

Free-Body Diagram for Situation 3 Consider how the hand
applies loads to the yardstick. Defining the yardstick as the system, draw
these loads on the yardstick to create the free-body diagram (Figure 6.28b).

Summary Situations 1 and 2 are analogous to systems with two prop-
erly aligned bearings or hinges, with the hands playing the role of bear-
ings/hinges. Although each hand applies only a force, each does create an
equivalent moment at a specified moment center (as introduced in Chapter
5). For example, if we call x � 18 in. the moment center (this is the point of

Figure 6.26 (a) Situation 1; (b) free-
body diagram of Situation 1 
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Consider the description of each nonplanar system in Figures 6.29–6.34
and determine whether the associated free-body diagram is correct or
not correct. Unless stated otherwise, assume that gravity forces can be
ignored.

Figure 6.29

z

y
x

C

B

A
CG

FAy

FAz

FB

FAx

Tcable

CG

100 NB

C
A

(a)

(b)

Plate

application of Fright hand) in Situation 1, Fleft hand creates a counterclockwise
equivalent moment of (18 in.´Fright hand) that counters the clockwise
equivalent moment created by the dangling candy of (18 in.´Wcandy).

In situation 2 the candy stays at the same position, creating the same
clockwise equivalent moment of (18 in.´Wcandy´) about x � 18 in.
Since the left hand is placed at x � 9 in., it must exert a larger force to
maintain the same counterclockwise moment.

In situation 3 the right hand acts like a single bearing or hinge, and must
apply a force and a moment to counter the clockwise moment created by
the dangling candy that is 18 inches from the hand. Notice that in Figure
6.28b the right hand applied both a force and a moment to the yard stick.

Situation A: The triangular plate ABC in Figure 6.29a is supported
by a ball and socket at A, a roller at B, and a cable at C. The plate
weighs 100 N.

Answer The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.29b is not
correct. Because the cable is in tension, it will pull on the
plate in the �y direction (not push on it in the �y direction,
as shown).

Situation B: A bar is supported by three well-aligned journal bear-
ings at A, B, and C and supports a 200-N load (Figure 6.30a).

Answer The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.30b is correct.
As summarized in Table 6.2, because there is more than one
journal bearing supporting the system, each bearing applies a
force (and no moment) to the system.

3534333232312928272625242322212019181716151413121110987654321
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Figure 6.28 (a) Situation 3; (b) free-body diagram of Situation 3
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Situation C: A rod is supported by a thrust bearing at A and a
cable that extends from B to C. A known force F is applied as shown in
Figure 6.31a.

Answer The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.31b is not
correct. Because there is a single journal bearing supporting
the system, the bearing also applies moments about the y
and z axes at A.

Situation D: A bar ABC has built-in support at A and loads ap-
plied at B and C as shown in Figure 6.32a.

Answer The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.32b is correct.

Situation E: The L-bar is supported at B by a cable and at A by a
smooth square rod that just fits through the square hole of the collar. A
known vertical load F is applied as shown in Figure 6.33a.

Answer The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.33b is not
correct. Since the rod is square and therefore prevents
rotation of the collar, the connection at A also applies a
moment about the y axis. Since the square rod is smooth, it
cannot apply a force in the y direction at A.
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Situation F: The 150-N door is supported at A and B by hinges.
Someone attempts to open the door by applying a force of 30 N to the
handle, but because of a high spot in the floor at C, the door won’t open.
Both hinges are able to apply forces along their pin axis (Figure 6.34a).

Answer The proposed free-body diagram in Figure 6.34b is correct.
Notice that unlike Example 6.3(D), here the door must be
treated as a nonplanar system, and therefore the hinge forces 
in the z direction must be considered.
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z
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C
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E X E R C I S E S  6 . 3

6.3.1. Consider the description of each nonplanar sys-
tem (part (a) of each figure) and determine whether the
proposed free-body diagram (part (b) of each figure) is
correct.

a. A sign of weight W (500 N) with center of gravity as
shown is supported by cables and a collar joint (E6.1.1a).

b. A crankshaft is supported by a journal bearing at B
and a thrust bearing at D. Ignore the weight of the crank
(E6.1.1b).

c. A pulley is used to lift a weight W. The shaft of the
pulley is supported by a journal bearing, as shown. Ignore
the weights of the pulley and the shaft (E6.1.1c).

d. A pole is fixed at B and tethered by a rope, as
shown. Ignore the weight of the pole (E6.1.1d).

e. A triangular plate is supported by a rope at A and a
hinge at B. Its weight of 400 N acts at the plate’s center of
gravity at C, as shown (E6.1.1e).
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6.3.2. A tower crane is fixed to the ground at A as
shown in E6.3.2. Based on information in Table 6.2, what
loads do you expect to act on the tower at A? Present your
answer in terms of a sketch of the tower that shows the
loads acting on it at A. Also comment on whether the
sketch you created is or is not a free-body diagram.

6.3.5. A bar is supported at A by a hinge, and at B it
rests against a rough surface. The surface is defined as the
x*z* plane. Based on information in Table 6.2, what loads
do you expect to act on the bar at A? What loads do you
expect to act on the bar at B? Present your answer in
terms of a sketch that shows the loads acting on the bar at
A and B. Also comment on whether the sketch you cre-
ated is or is not a free-body diagram.
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6.3.3. The uniform 7-m steel shaft in E.6.3.3 is sup-
ported by a ball-and-socket connection at A in the hori-
zontal floor. The ball end B rests against the smooth
vertical walls, as shown. Based on information in Table
6.2, what loads do you expect to act on the shaft at A?
What loads do you expect to act on the shaft at B? Pre-
sent your answer in terms of a sketch of the shaft that
shows the loads acting on it at A and B. Also comment
on whether the sketch you created is or is not a free-body
diagram.

6.3.4. The welded tubular frame in E6.3.4 is secured to
the horizontal xy plane by a ball-and-socket connection at
A and receives support from a loose-fitting ring at B.
Based on information in Table 6.2, what loads do you ex-
pect to act on the frame at A? What loads do you expect
to act on the frame at B? Present your answer in terms of
a sketch of the frame that shows the loads acting on it at A
and B. Also comment on whether the sketch you created
is or is not a free-body diagram.

6.4 PLANAR AND NONPLANAR SYSTEMS
Defining the loads at a system’s boundary is simplified if we can classify
the system as a planar system, which is one in which all the forces acting
on the system lie in the same plane and all moments are about an axis
perpendicular to that plane. In this case, cross-boundary loads (e.g.,
gravity), known loads, fluid boundary loads, and supports are all in a



Figure 6.35 (a) System that can be modeled as planar; (b) system with plane
of symmetry can be modeled as planar; (c) and (d) system that cannot be
modeled as planar
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single plane. Figure 6.35a shows an example of a system that can be
classified as a planar system—planar because the gravity force and sup-
ports A and B are all in a single plane. Planar systems are referred to as
two-dimensional systems. As we saw in Section 6.2, the free-body dia-
gram associated with a planar system typically requires only a single
view of the system.

A system in which the loads do not all lie in a single plane can be
treated as a planar system for the purpose of static analysis if the system
has a plane of symmetry with regard to its geometry and the loads acting
on it. A plane of symmetry is one that divides the system into two sec-
tions that are mirror images of each other. None of the forces acting on
the system has a component perpendicular to the plane of symmetry,
and all moments acting on the system are about an axis perpendicular to
the plane. Figure 6.35b illustrates a system that has a plane of symmetry
and therefore can be treated as a planar system. Other examples in
which a plane of symmetry was used to classify a system as planar are
the Golden Gate Bridge in Chapter 2, and the ladder–person example
in Chapter 4 (Figures 4.19, 4.20, and 4.22, but not Figure 4.21). Figure
6.35c illustrates a system with geometric symmetry, but because the
cable forces acting on it have a component perpendicular to the xy
plane, we are not able to classify the system as planar.
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If it is not possible to define a single plane in which all forces and mo-
ments lie, or there is no plane of symmetry, the system is classified as
nonplanar. In the system of Figure 6.35d, for instance, it is not possible
to define a single plane that contains the gravity force and supports A
and B, and there is no plane of symmetry. Nonplanar systems are re-
ferred to as three-dimensional systems. The free-body diagram associ-
ated with a nonplanar system typically requires an isometric drawing or
multiple views.

In Section 6.2 we dealt exclusively with planar systems and in Section
6.3 with nonplanar systems. Drawing the free-body diagram for a planar
system is generally more straightforward because only external forces in
the plane and external moments about an axis perpendicular to the
plane must be considered. In performing analysis in engineering prac-
tice you will not be told whether a physical situation can be modeled as
a planar system or must be modeled as a nonplanar system—the choice
will be up to you. The discussion in this section is intended to give you
some guidelines with which to make such a judgment.

E X A M P L E  6 . 5 I D E N T I F Y I N G  P L A N A R  A N D  N O N P L A N A R  S Y S T E M S

Consider the description of each system and determine whether the sys-
tem can be classified as planar or nonplanar. (No system is really planar,
because we live in a three-dimensional world. Even something as thin as
a sheet of paper has a third dimension; BUT under certain conditions
we can model it as planar for the purpose of static analysis).

Goal We are asked to determine, for a number of different cases,
whether a system can be classified as planar or nonplanar.

Given We are given a specified system and the loads that act on it.

Assume Unless specified otherwise, assume that gravity is consid-
ered and acts in the negative y direction.

Draw An additional drawing is not required to determine the classifi-
cation of each system; however, you may want to draw a free-body dia-
gram to help you better understand the geometry of the system and the
external loads.

Situation A: The uniform bar AB in Figure 6.36a weighs 60 N and
is pulled on by a rope at A. The system is the arm and the wheel at A.

Answer Planar. The gravity force of 60 N is in the xy plane.
Furthermore, the forces at the supports A (normal force and
tension in rope AC) and B (collar guide) are also in the xy
plane. Because it is possible to define a single plane that
contains all known forces and moments, gravity force, and
forces applied at supports, this system can be treated as
planar. The free-body diagram of AB is shown in Figure 6.36b.

Question: If gravity acted in the z direction, would we reach the same
conclusion? If the pulley at C is not in the xy plane, would we reach the
same conclusion?Figure 6.36
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Figure 6.37

Figure 6.38

Situation B: The space truss in Figure 6.37a is of negligible weight
and is supported by rollers at B, C, and D. It supports a vertical 800-N
force at A. The system is the space truss.

Answer Nonplanar. It is not possible to define a single plane that
contains the points of application of supports (B, C, D) and
the 800-N force. Therefore, this system must be treated as a
nonplanar system.
Our answer would be unchanged if we had included gravity
forces acting on the space truss. The free-body diagram of
the space truss is shown in Figure 6.37b.

Situation C: The beam AC in Figure 6.38a is pinned to its sur-
roundings at A and rests against a rocker at B. Ignore gravity. The sys-
tem is the beam.

Answer Planar. The 800-N � m moment at C and the 500-N force are
in the xy plane, as are the points of application of supports at
A and B.
The free-body diagram of the beam is shown in Figure 6.38b.

Question: If gravity is considered and acts in the negative y direction,
would we reach the same conclusion?

Situation D: The beam AC in Figure 6.39a rests on a block at A. In
addition, there is a pin connection at A and a rocker at B. The system is
the beam.

Answer Nonplanar. It is not possible to define a single plane that
contains the gravity force and the normal contact force at B
and the 500-N force (both in the xz plane).
The free-body diagram of beam AC is shown in Figure 6.39b.

Question: If gravity acted in the positive z direction, would we reach the
same conclusion? How would our conclusion change if we were to ig-
nore gravity?
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Situation E: The 150-N door in Figure 6.40a is supported at A and
B by hinges. The system is the door.

Answer Planar. If we assume that the door is of uniform density, we
place the 150-N gravity force at the door’s center.
Furthermore, because the door is thin relative to its other
dimensions, this gravity force and the loads due to the
supports at A and B can be assumed to lie in the xy plane. 
The free-body diagram of the door is shown in Figure 6.40b.

Situation F: The 150-N door in Figure 6.41a is supported at A and
B by hinges. Someone attempts to open the door by applying a force of
30 N to the handle, but because of a high spot in the floor at C, the door
won’t open. The system is the door.

Answer Nonplanar. It is not possible to define a single plane that
contains all of the forces. The free-body diagram of the door
is shown in Figure 6.41b.

Situation G: A semicircular plate in Figure 6.42a weighs 300 N,
which is represented by a point force at the center of gravity. Vertical
cables support the plate at B and C, and a ball-and-socket joint supports
the plate at D. The system is the plate.

Answer Planar. The yz plane is a plane of symmetry for this system—
the portion of the system at �x (a quarter circle and cable
force) is the mirror image of the portion of the system at �x
(a quarter circle and cable force). Consequently, it is possible
to represent all of the forces as projections onto the yz plane.
The free-body diagram of the plate is shown in Figure 6.42b.
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Question: If the 300 N-force acted in the positive x direction, would we
reach the same conclusion? If it acted in the positive z direction, what
conclusion should be drawn?

Situation H: The same plate as in G is supported by diagonal cables
at B and C, and a ball-and-socket joint at D, as shown in Figure 6.43a.
The system is the plate.

Answer Nonplanar. As in G, the yz plane is a plane of symmetry
for this system. However, since the cable forces have
components perpendicular to the plane of symmetry, 
we cannot represent this as a planar system.
The free-body diagram of the plate is shown in Figure 6.43b.

Situation I: A man weighing 800 N sits at the picnic table halfway
between its two ends (Figure 6.44a). His center of gravity (CGman) is
noted. The table weighs 200 N, with a center of gravity at CGtable. As-
sume that any friction between the legs and the ground can be ne-
glected. The system is the table.

Answer Planar. The xy plane is a plane of symmetry for this system—
the portion of the system at �z (half of the picnic table and
supports at A and B) is a mirror image of the portion of the
system at �z (the other half of the picnic table).
The free-body diagram of the table is shown in Figure 6.44b.

Situation J: A child sits down next to the man at the picnic table in I
(Figure 6.45a). The system is again the table.

Answer Nonplanar. With the child sitting next to the man, there is no
longer any plane of symmetry.
The free-body diagram of the table is shown in Figure 6.45b.

Question: If the child sits directly across from the man, could the system
be modeled as planar?
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A bar is supported at A by a frictionless collar guide. At B it rests against
a rough surface. Known forces act at D and E, as shown in Figure 6.46. 

(a) What loads act at A and B? Use the general rule about the sur-
roundings preventing translation and/or rotation at each support
to answer this question. 

(b) Draw a free-body diagram of the bar.
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Figure 6.47

Solution (a) The bar (defined as the system) can be classified as pla-
nar. This means that in considering motion, we need consider only
translations in the xy plane and rotations about the z axis.

At A:

Define the x�y� coordinate system at A (see Figure 6.47a).

Possible motion Answer Implication

Is x� translation at A Yes There is no force acting 
possible? on the bar in the x�

direction, since it is 
frictionless.

Is y� translation at A No There is a force FAy�.
possible?

Is z rotation at A No There is a moment 
possible? about the z axis, MAz.

At B:

Define the x*y* coordinate system at B (see Figure 6.47a).

Possible motion Answer Implication

Is x* translation at B No, unless the force There is a force FBx*.
possible? applied in the x* direction 

exceeds the maximum 
friction force that can be
applied by the rough 
surface

Is y* translation at B No, it is not possible in There is a force FBy*
possible? the negative y direction. in the positive 

It is possible in the y* direction.
positive y* direction

Is z rotation at B Yes There is no moment 
possible? about the z axis.

Answer At A: FAy�, MAz
At B: FBx*, FBy* (in the positive y* direction).

(b) The free-body diagram of the bar is as shown.

Answer See Figure 6.47b.
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A crank is supported at B by a pin connection, as shown in Figure 6.48.
A cable (in the xy plane) is attached to the bracket at A.

(a) What loads act at A and B? Use the general rule about the sur-
roundings preventing translation and/or rotation at each support
to answer this question.

(b) Draw a free-body diagram of the crank.

y

B

A

x

Cable Crank

Figure 6.48

Figure 6.49

Figure 6.50

Solution (a) The crank (defined as the system) can be classified as
planar. This means that in considering motion, we need consider only
translations in the xy plane and rotations about the z axis.

At B there is a pin connection:

Possible motion Answer Implication

Is x translation at B No There is a force FBx.
possible?

Is y translation at B No There is a force FBy.
possible?

Is z rotation at B Yes There is no moment 
possible? about the z axis.

Check The answers can be confirmed with Table 6.1 for a pin
connection. 

At A a cable is attached to the system:

Define the x*y* coordinate system at A (see Figure 6.49).

Possible motion Answer Implication

Is x* translation at A No, it is not possible in There is a force FAx*
possible? the positive x* direction. in the negative 

It is possible in the x* direction.
negative x* direction.

Is y* translation at A Yes There is no force in the
possible? positive y* direction.

Is z rotation at A Yes There is no moment 
possible? about the z axis.

Answer At B: FBx, FBy
At A: FAx* in the negative x* direction See Figure 6.49.

(b) The free-body diagram of the crank is as shown.

Answer See Figure 6.50.
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Figure 6.51
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An L-shaped bar is supported at A by a hinge and rests against a rough
surface at B. Known loads act as shown in Figure 6.51. Ignore the weight
of the bar.

(a) What loads act at A and B? Use the general rule about the sur-
roundings preventing translation and/or rotation at each support
to answer this question.

(b) Draw a free-body diagram of the bar.
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Solution (a) The bar (defined as the system) is nonplanar. This
means that in considering motion, we must consider translations and ro-
tation in all three directions.

At A:

Define the xyz coordinate system at A (Figure 6.51).

Possible motion Answer Implication

Is x translation at A No, if we can assume There is force in the 
possible? that the connection x direction, FAx.

at C and/or D prevents 
motion in the x direction.

Is y translation at A No There is force in the 
possible? y direction, FAy.

Is z translation at A No There is force in the 
possible? z direction, FAz.

Is rotation about the Yes There is no moment 
x axis possible at A? about x axis.

Is rotation about the No There is moment about 
y axis possible at A? the y axis, MAy.

Is rotation about the No There is moment about 
z axis possible at A? the z axis, MAz.

At B:

Define the x*y*z* coordinate system at B (Figure 6.51).

Possible motion Answer Implication

Is x* translation at B No, unless the force There is a force FBx*.
possible? applied exceeds the 

maximum friction force 
that can be applied by 
the rough surface.

Is y* translation at B No, unless the force There is a force FBy*.
possible? applied exceeds the 

maximum friction force 
that can be applied by 
the rough surface.
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Possible motion Answer Implication

Is z* translation at B No, it is not possible in There is a force FBz*
possible? the negative z direction. in the positive 

It is possible in the z* direction.
positive z direction.

Is rotation about the Yes There is no moment 
x* axis possible at B? about the x* axis.

Is rotation about the Yes There is no moment 
y* axis possible at B? about the y* axis.

Is rotation about the Yes There is no moment 
z* axis possible at B? about the z* axis.

Answer At A: FAx, FAy, FAz, MAy, MAz
At B: FBx*, FBy*, FBz* (in the positive z* direction)

(b) The free-body diagram of the bar is shown in Figure 6.52.

Answer See Figure 6.52.Figure 6.52
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E X E R C I S E S  6 . 4

6.4.1. Consider the description of each system in E6.4.1
and determine whether it can be classified as planar or
nonplanar. Describe your reasoning. Unless otherwise
stated, ignore the effect of gravity.

a. The uniform L-bar is pinned to its surroundings at
A, and slides along a wall at B. A vertical force F acts at C.
Gravity acts in the negative y direction. The system is
taken as the L-bar (E6.4.1a).

b. The wheelbarrow is loaded, with a center of gravity as
shown in E6.4.1b. The system is taken as the wheelbarrow.

c. The wheelbarrow is loaded as shown in E6.4.1c. The
system is taken as the wheelbarrow.

d. A tower 70 m tall is tethered by three cables, as
shown in E6.4.1d. The system is taken as the tower.

e. A uniform glass rod having a length L is placed in a
smooth hemispherical bowl having a radius r. The system
is taken as the rod (E.6.4.1e).

f. For the situation shown in E6.4.1e, define the bowl
as the system.

◆

E6.4.1
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E6.4.2

d. The frame is supported at A and B. Loads act at C,
D, E, and F, as shown in E6.4.2d. The system is taken as
the frame.

e. The bracket ABC in E6.4.2e is tethered as shown
with cable CD. The bracket is taken as the system.

f. The bracket ABC in E6.4.2f is tethered as shown
with cable CD. The bracket is taken as the system.

g. The airplane in E6.4.2g weighing 8000 N sits on the
tarmac. It has one front wheel and two rear wheels. Its
center of gravity is as shown.

6.4.2. Consider the description of each system in E6.4.2
and determine whether it can be classified as planar or
nonplanar. Describe your reasoning. Unless otherwise
stated, ignore the effect of gravity.

a. A bar AB is fixed to a wall at end B. At end A, a force
acts, as shown in E6.4.2a. The system is taken as the bar.

b. A bar AB is fixed to a wall at end B. At end A and
at C, forces act, as shown in E6.4.2b. The system is taken
as the bar.

c. A bar AB is fixed to a wall at end B. At end A a force
acts, as shown in E6.4.2c. The system is taken as the bar.
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(Strategy: Review Examples 6.6–6.8.) Confirm that your
answers are consistent with the information on loads in
Table 6.1 or Table 6.2 (whichever is appropriate). Pre-
sent your answer in words and as a sketch of the bracket
that shows the loads acting on it at A and B. Also comment
on whether the sketch you created is or is not a free-body
diagram.

6.4.3. A cable pulls on the bracket in E6.4.3 with a
force of 1.5 kN. At A the bracket is attached to the wall
with a pin connection, and at B there is a pin-in-slot con-
nection. If the system is defined as the bracket and is con-
sidered to be planar, what loads act on the bracket at A
and B? Use the general rule about “prevention of motion”
to answer this question (Strategy: Review Examples
6.6–6.8.) Confirm that your answers are consistent with the
information on loads in Table 6.1 or Table 6.2 (whichever
is appropriate). Present your answer in words and as a
sketch of the bracket that shows these loads acting on it at
A and B. Also comment on whether the sketch you cre-
ated is or is not a free-body diagram.

1.5 kN

B
A

30°

A

B

30°

B

A

2.5 kN

30°

5°

15°

z

x

y
30°

E6.4.3

E6.4.5

E6.4.6

E6.4.4

6.4.4. A steel sphere sits in the groove, as shown in
E6.4.4. Surfaces A and B are smooth. If the system is de-
fined as the sphere and is considered to be planar, what
loads act on the sphere at A and B? Use the general rule
about “prevention of motion” to answer this question.
(Strategy: Review Examples 6.6–6.8.) Confirm that your
answers are consistent with the information on loads in
Table 6.1 or Table 6.2 (whichever is appropriate). Pre-
sent your answer in words and as a sketch of the sphere
that shows the loads acting on it at A and B. Also comment
on whether the sketch you created is or is not a free-body
diagram.

6.4.5. A cable pulls on the bracket with a force of 2.5
kN (E6.4.5). At A the bracket rests against a smooth sur-
face, and at B it is pinned to the wall. If the system is de-
fined as the bracket and is considered to be planar, what
loads act on the bracket at A and B? Use the general rule
about “prevention of motion” to answer this question.

6.4.6. Because of a combination of soil conditions and
the tension in the single power cable, the utility pole in
E6.4.6 has developed the indicated 5� lean. The 9-m uni-
form pole has a mass per unit length of 25 kg/m, and the
tension in the power cable is 900 N. If the system is de-
fined as the power pole, what loads act on the pole at its
base where it is fixed into the ground? Use the general
rule about “prevention of motion” to answer this question.
(Strategy: Review Examples 6.6–6.8.) Confirm that your
answer is consistent with the information on loads in
Table 6.1 or Table 6.2 (whichever is appropriate). Present
your answer in words and as one or more sketches of the
pole that show the loads acting on its base. Also comment
on whether the sketch you created is or is not a free-body
diagram.
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6.4.7. A steel sphere sits in the grooved
trough, as shown in E6.4.7. Surfaces A, B, and
C are smooth. Gravity acts in the negative y di-
rection. If the system is defined as the sphere,
what loads act on the sphere at A, B, and C?
Use the general rule about “prevention of mo-
tion” to answer this question. (Strategy: Review
Examples 6.6–6.8.) Confirm that your answer is
consistent with the information on loads in
Table 6.1 or Table 6.2 (whichever is appropri-
ate). Present your answer in words and as one
or more sketches of the sphere that show the
loads acting on it at A, B, and C.

Surface C

30°

1

1

45°

65°

Surface A Section 1–1

Surface B

y

x

E6.4.7

6.5 DISTRIBUTED FORCES
Up to this point we have modeled supports as loads acting at a single lo-
cation on the system boundary. In actuality, all supports consist of
forces distributed over a finite surface area. For example, if you press
down on a table with your hand, the force you apply to the table is dis-
tributed over a finite area (Figure 6.53a). For many practical applica-
tions, we can “condense” this distributed force into a single point force
(Figure 6.53b).

There are, however, some situations for which we explicitly consider
the loads to be distributed; Figure 6.54 shows some examples. The key
idea we want to get across is that these distributed forces must be in-
cluded in the system’s free-body diagram. They can be represented in
the diagram either as distributed forces (Figure 6.55b) or as an equiva-
lent point force (Figure 6.55c). This equivalent point force is the total
force represented by the distributed force and is located so as to create
the same moment as the distributed force. For the uniformly distributed

(a)

Hand pressing 
down on table

(b)

Fhand

A B

Car
headrestSandbags

(a) (b)

Figure 6.53 Hand pressing down on a
table modeled as a force

Figure 6.54 Distributed loads: (a) 60-lb bags of concrete stacked on beam AB;
(b) a head presses back on a head-rest
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force in Figure 6.55a we are able to find this location by inspection. In
Chapter 8 we shall show how to find the location for nonuniformly dis-
tributed forces. The important point to remember for your current
work is that these distributed forces must be included in the free-body
diagram.

By their very nature, fluids acting on a system boundary are distrib-
uted. Like distributed loads associated with supports, the loads at fluid
boundaries are included in a free-body diagram, either as distributed
loads or as an equivalent force. In Chapter 8 we discuss in greater detail
distributed loads due to fluids acting on the system.

(a)

1608 N

(c)

2 m4 m

(b)

 = 402 N/mω

Sandbags
(each weighs 134 N)

Figure 6.55 (a) Sandbags sitting on a beam; (b) weight of sandbags represented as distributed load; (c) weight of
sandbags represented as an equivalent force

E X E R C I S E S  6 . 5

6.5.1 Consider the coat rack in Exercise 6.1.1. Redraw
the sketch showing the distributed load between the base
of the coat rack and the floor.

6.5.2. Consider a building with a nominally flat roof.
The actual roof surface is slightly irregular and can be rep-
resented by the profile shown in E6.5.2. After a night of
heavy rain, an average rainfall total of 2 in. was recorded.
Make a sketch of the distributed force that rain water ap-
plies to the nominally flat roof. Indicate the magnitude of
the forces with the length of the vectors.

6.5.4. Identify three different systems on which distrib-
uted forces act. Make a sketch of each system and show
what you think the distributed forces look like; indicate
the magnitude of the forces with the length of vectors.

6.5.5. Consider a person wanting to cross a frozen
pond. She has a choice of going on foot, wearing snow
shoes, or using skis.

a. Make three sketches showing the distribution of her
body weight on the frozen pond given the three types of
footwear.

b. Which type of footwear would you choose? Why?

◆

12 in.

E6.5.2

Cement

E6.5.3

6.5.3. Consider a cement truck with a tank that is half
full in E6.5.3. Draw the distributed load applied to the in-
side of the tank. Indicate the magnitude of the loads with
the length of the vectors.
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6.5.6. A hydraulic cylinder works
by pumping fluid in and out of a pis-
ton assembly as shown in E6.5.6a.
Draw the loads acting on piston as-
sembly shown in E6.5.6b.

Piston

Piston rod

Cylinder
Fluid

O-ring seal

O-ring seal

100 kg

(a) (b) Piston assembly

E6.5.6

6.6 FREE-BODY DIAGRAM DETAILS
We now outline a process for drawing a free-body diagram of a system;
this is the DRAW step in our engineering analysis procedure.

1. Before diving into drawing, take time to study the physical situa-
tion. Consider what loads are present at boundaries and ask yourself
whether you have ever seen a similar support. Study actual hardware (if
available); pick it up or walk around it to really get a sense of how the
loads act on the system. This inspection helps in making modeling as-
sumptions. Classify the system as planar or nonplanar. If the system can
be classified as planar, drawing the free-body diagram and writing and
solving the conditions of equilibrium (covered in the next chapter) all
become easier. If you are unsure, consider the system to be nonplanar.
Also, consider asking for advice and opinions from others.

2. Define (either by imagining or actually drawing) a boundary that
isolates the system from the rest of the world, then draw the system that
is within the boundary. The drawing should contain enough detail so
that distances and locations of loads acting on the system can be shown
accurately. Sometimes multiple views of the system will be needed, es-
pecially if the system is nonplanar. Establish a coordinate system. State
any assumptions you make.

3. Identify cross-boundary forces acting on the system and draw them
at appropriate centers of gravity.1 Include a variable label and the force
magnitude (if known). Continue to state any assumptions you make.

4. Identify all known loads acting at the boundary and add these to
the drawing, placing each known load at its point (or surface area) of
application; identify each load on the drawing with a variable label and
magnitude.

5. Identify the loads associated with each support, including those
loads that act at discrete points and those that consist of distributed
forces. If possible, classify each support as one of the standard supports
(Table 6.1 for planar systems and Table 6.2 for nonplanar systems) to

1In Chapter 8 we will show how to find the center of gravity of a system.
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help in identifying the loads. If this is not possible, consider how the sur-
roundings restrict motion at a particular support (either translation
and/or rotation) in order to identify the loads acting on the system that
restrict this motion. Add all these loads to the drawing. Identify each
load on the drawing with a variable label.

6. Identify fluid boundaries. Add loads associated with these bound-
aries to the drawing, showing them either as distributed or discrete
point loads. Add variable labels.

You now have a free-body diagram of a system, as well as a list of the
assumptions made in creating it. The diagram consists of a depiction of
the system and the external loads acting on the system. The loads are
represented in the diagram as vectors and with variable labels, and mag-
nitudes (if known) are indicated.

A free-body diagram is an idealized model of a real system. By mak-
ing assumptions about the behavior of supports, dimensions, and the
material, you are able to simplify the complexity of the real system into
a model that you can analyze. You might want the model to describe the
real situation exactly, but this is generally not an achievable goal, due to
limitations such as information, time, and money. What you do want,
however, is a model that you can trust and that gives results that closely
approximate the real situation.

In creating a model, an engineer must decide which loads acting on
the system are significant. For example, a hinge on a door is often mod-
eled as having no friction about its axis. Yet for most hinges, grease, dust,
and dirt have built up, and there is actually some friction—some resis-
tance to rotation. If friction is large enough the engineer should include
it in the model. However, if the friction is small enough that the door can
still swing freely, the engineer may conclude that it is not significant for
the problem at hand, and model the hinge loads as shown in Figure 6.56.

Often the significance of loads is judged by their relative magnitude or
location. For example, the weight of a sack of groceries is insignificant
relative to the weight of an automobile carrying them but very significant
if the vehicle is a bicycle. Whenever you are in doubt about the signifi-
cance of a load, consider it significant. In many of the examples in this
book, we will set the stage by making some of the assumptions regarding
significance. In others, though, it will be up to you to judge the signifi-
cance of a load based either on your own experience or on the advice of
other engineers. Any loads considered insignificant are not included in
the free-body diagram and should be noted in the assumption list.

Figure 6.56 Forces acting at hinges
A and B when hinges are frictionless

FAz

FBz

FBx

FBy

FAy
FAx

y

z

x
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The lift force on an airplane wing (which is actually a distributed load)
can be modeled by eight forces as shown in Figure 6.57. The magnitude
of each force is given in terms of its position x on the wing by

(1)

The location x � 0 is at the root of the wing (location R); this is the
point where the wing connects with the fuselage.

The weight of the wing W � 1600 N can be located at midpoint of the
wing’s length. Create a free-body diagram of the wing.

Fi � 300�1� � xi

17�
2
 N, � with i � 1,2, . . ., 8

Figure 6.57

Figure 6.58

x

y

2  m1m 3m 4m

1600 N

R

Goal Draw a free-body diagram of the wing.

Given We are given a planar view of the wing and some dimensions. In
addition, we are told that we can model the lift as eight forces acting up-
ward at locations xi � 0.5 m, 1.0 m, 1.5 m, . . . , 4.0 m. We are also told that
the weight of the wing is 1600 N, with a point of application at x � 2.0 m.

Assume Ignoring any slight differences in the leading and trailing
edges of the wing, we assume there is a plane of symmetry (the xy plane
in Figure 6.57); therefore we can treat the wing as a planar system. This
means we are ignoring any twist on the wings that would occur from
asymmetry.

Draw Based on the information given in the problem and our as-
sumptions, we isolate the wing at its root. The boundary condition at R
can be modeled as a fixed boundary condition; therefore, from Table 6.1
we find that there will be a force (represented as x and y components)
and a moment present. We also determine the values of the lift force at
each of the eight locations using function (1), obtaining the values
shown in Table 6.3. The free-body diagram is given in Figure 6.58.

y

x

1600 N

FRy

MRz

R

FRx

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7
F8

Table 6.3 Point Loads Representing

Lift on a Wing

x(m) F(N)

0.5 F1 300

1 F2 299

1.5 F3 299

2 F4 298

2.5 F5 297

3 F6 295

3.5 F7 294

4 F8 292
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The ladder in Figure 6.59 rests against the wall of a building at A and on
the roof of an adjacent building at B. If the ladder has a weight of 100 N
and length 3 m, and the surfaces at A and B are assumed smooth, create
a free-body diagram of the ladder.

Figure 6.59

A

B

40°

θ

Figure 6.60

A

B

2FBy*

2FAx

100N

40°

y*
y

x

x*

W
θ

3 m

Goal Draw a free-body diagram of the ladder.

Given We are given a planar view of the ladder and some spatial in-
formation (length of ladder and angle of orientation with respect to the
roof and wall). In addition we are told that the roof is at 40� with respect
to the horizontal and that the surfaces at A and B are smooth.

Assume First, we assume that the ladder is uniform. By this we
mean that the rungs (cross-pieces) are identical to one another, as are
the two stringers (sides of ladder which the rungs are attached). Next we
assume that the weight of the ladder is significant and that its center of
mass can be located at its midpoint (since it is uniform). We also assume
that gravity works downward in the vertical direction. Finally, we as-
sume that there is an xy plane of symmetry; therefore we can treat the
ladder as a planar system.

Draw Based on the information given and our assumptions, we isolate
the ladder from the wall (at A) and from the roof (at B). At each surface
there is a normal force present that pushes on the ladder. There is no
frictional force because both surfaces are smooth. The resulting free-
body diagram is shown in Figure 6.60. Notice that there is a factor of two
associated with both normal forces; this factor reflects that there are two
stringers.

E X A M P L E  6 . 1 1 C R E A T I N G  A  F R E E - B O D Y  D I A G R A M  O F  A  P L A N A R  S Y S T E M

A 500-N crane boom is supported by a pin at A and a hydraulic cylinder
at B. At C, the boom supports a stack of lumber weighing W. Create a
free-body diagram of the boom (Figure 6.61).

Goal Draw a free-body diagram of the boom.

Given We are given an isometric view of the boom. The joint at A is
a pin connection, and member DB is a hydraulic cylinder. The hydraulic
cylinder acts like a link; therefore there will be a force acting on the
boom at B that runs along DB. The boom is being used to lift a load W.

Assume We assume that the weight of the boom can be modeled as
a force acting at the point marked CG in Figure 6.61. We also assume
that gravity works in the negative y direction. Finally, we assume that
there is an xy plane of symmetry; therefore we can treat the boom as a
planar system. Figure 6.61

x

C

Boom40° CG

y

B

D

A
d1

d2
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The L-shaped bar is supported by a bearing at A and rests on a smooth
horizontal surface at B, with ´F´� 800 N and b � 1.5 m (Figure 6.63).
Ignore gravity. Create a free-body diagram of the bar.

Goal Draw a free-body diagram of the bar.

Given We are given the dimensions of the bar and that surface B is
smooth. Joint A looks like a journal or thrust bearing. We are told to ig-
nore the weight of the bar.

Assume We will assume that the bearing at A is a journal bearing.
Since the loads involved at A, B, and C do not lie in a single plane, we
must treat the bar as a nonplanar system.

Draw Based on the information given and our assumptions, we iso-
late the bar. At A there is a single thrust bearing; according to Table 6.2,
this means there are forces and moments present. At the smooth surface
at B there is a normal force that acts to push up on the bar. The result-
ing free-body diagram is shown in Figure 6.64.

E X A M P L E  6 . 1 3 C R E A T I N G  A  F R E E - B O D Y  D I A G R A M  O F  A  N O N P L A N A R  S Y S T E M

The cable in Figure 6.65 is attached at A to a stationary surface and is
wrapped around the pulley. At B is a single thrust bearing, and at C,
force F � (10 N i � 30 N j � 10 N k) acts. Ignore gravity. Create a free-
body diagram of the shaft–handle–pulley system.

Goal We are to draw a free-body diagram of the shaft–handle–pulley
system.
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Draw Based on the information given and our assumptions, we iso-
late the boom. At A there is a pin connection, and according to Table
6.1, this means that there is a force present (which we represent in terms
of its x and y components). The resulting free-body diagram is shown in
Figure 6.62.

Figure 6.62

Figure 6.63
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Given We are given dimensions of the shaft, pulley, and handle. In
addition, we are told the magnitude and direction of the applied force F,
and that the bearing at B is a thrust bearing.

Assume Since the loads acting on the shaft–handle–pulley system
do not lie in a single plane, we must treat the shaft–handle–pulley sys-
tem as nonplanar. Finally, we assume that the weights of the shaft, han-
dle, and pulley are negligible (because we are not told anything about
their weights).

Draw Based on the information given and our assumptions, we iso-
late the shaft–handle–pulley system. At D we show the pull of the cable
as FDA. At the single bearing at B we include a force and moment
(Table 6.2). Finally, at C we show the force F. Figure 6.66 shows the
completed free-body diagram.

Figure 6.66

x

y

C

D
z

FBx

F = 10Ni – 30Nj – 10Nk

FBz

FBy

MBy

MBz
FDA
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Figure 6.67 shows an improved design relative to Example 6.13. The
bearing at B is a thrust bearing, and the bearing at E is a journal bear-
ing. At C, force F � (10 N i � 30 N j � 10 N k) acts. Ignore gravity. Cre-
ate a free-body diagram of the shaft–handle–pulley system. Why do you
think this design is improved relative to Example 6.13?

Goal Draw a free-body diagram of the shaft–handle–pulley system.

Given We are given the dimensions of the shaft, pulley, and handle.
In addition, we are told the magnitude and direction of the applied
force F, and to ignore gravity.

Assume We assume that the bearings at B and E are properly
aligned. This means (according to Table 6.2) that forces are applied to
the bar at the location of each bearing. In addition, we are told that
bearing B is a thrust bearing; therefore it will apply an axial force to the
shaft. Since the loads involved do not lie in a single plane, we must treat
the shaft–handle–pulley system as nonplanar.

Draw Based on the information given and our assumptions, we iso-
late the shaft–handle–pulley system. At D we include the pull of the
cable. At the thrust bearing at B we include radial (FBy, FBz) forces and
an axial force (FBx). At the journal bearing at E we include radial (FEy,
FEz) forces. Finally, at C we show the force F (Figure 6.68).

This design is superior to the design in Example 6.13 because the bear-
ings apply only forces to the shaft; this results in better wear of both the
shaft and the bearings. In addition, there will be less “radial play” of the
system, generally a desirable characteristic of rotating systems. It is gener-
ally good practice to design systems with two properly aligned bearings.

Figure 6.67
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For each of the exercises in this section, follow the steps out-
lined in Section 6.6 for presenting your work.

6.6.1. A tape guide assembly is subjected to the loading
as shown in E6.6.1. Draw the free-body diagram of the
tape guide assembly.

6.6.5. Reconsider the simple truss described in E6.2.3.
Define the simple truss as the system and draw its free-
body diagram.

6.6.6. Reconsider the beam described in E6.2.2. Define
a. the beam as the system and draw its free-body

diagram
b. the beam and the 100-N cylinder as the system and

draw its free-body diagram

6.6.7. A beam is fixed to the wall at C and rests against a
block at D. Additional loads act on the beam, as shown in
E6.6.7. Define the beam as the system. Draw its free-body
diagram.

◆

T

T

E6.6.1

D
CA

B

100 N·m

y

x

100 N
E6.6.7

A

B

C

200 kg

P 

E6.6.8

P

Rough surface

Sharp corner

θ

E6.6.2

6.6.2. A wheel and pulley assembly is subjected to the
loading as shown in E6.6.2. Draw the free-body diagram of
the assembly.

6.6.3. Reconsider the cable–pulley–cylinder assembly
described in E6.2.5. Define

a. the cylinder as the system and draw its free-body
diagram

b. the pulley as the system and draw its free-body
diagram

6.6.4. Reconsider the belt-tensioning device described in
E6.2.4. Define

a. the pulley A as the system and draw its free-body
diagram

b. the mass as the system and draw its free-body
diagram

c. the pulley, L-arm, and mass as the system and draw
its free-body diagram

6.6.8. An engine is lifted with the pulley system shown
in E6.6.8. Define

a. the pulley at B as the system and draw its free-body
diagram

b. the engine and chain as the system and draw its
free-body diagram

c. the ring at C as the system and draw its free-body
diagram

6.6.9. A concrete hopper and its contents have a com-
bined mass of 400 kg, with mass center at G. The hopper is
being elevated at constant velocity along its vertical guide
by cable tension T. The design calls for two sets of guide
rollers at A, one on each side of the hopper, and two sets
at B. Define
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ary, and the dimes roll into the right collection column.
Pennies, on the other hand, are heavy enough (3.06 grams
mass each) so that the triangular portion pivots clockwise,
and the pennies roll into the left collection column. Define

a. the triangular portion in Position 1 (E6.6.10a) as the
system and draw its free-body diagram

b. the triangular portion in Position 2 as the system
(E6.6.10b) (the triangle has just started to pivot) and draw
its free-body diagram

6.6.11. The throttle-control sector pivots freely at O.
An internal torsional spring at O exerts a return moment
of magnitude ||M|| � 2 N � m on the sector when in the po-
sition shown. Define the sector as the system. Draw its
free-body diagram.

a. the hopper and the triangular guides (including the
wheels) at A and B as the system and draw its free-body
diagram

b. the triangular guide at A (including the two wheels)
as the system and draw its free-body diagram

c. the hopper minus the triangular guides at A and B
as the system and draw its free-body diagram

O

Pennies Dimes

O

Pennies Dimes

(a) Positon 1

(b) Position 2 E6.6.10

T

H

G

A
C

D

E

F
B

E6.6.9 M

T

O

Sector

E6.6.11

6.6.12. The following three cases involve a 2 � 4
wooden board and a wrench. In each case a force is ap-
plied, and hands are used to react to this force, as shown in
E6.6.12. Imagine what forces the hands would need to
apply to the 2 � 4, then:

a. Consider Case 1. Define the system as the 2 � 4,
bolt and wrench. Draw its free-body diagram.

b. Consider Case 2. Define the system as the 2 � 4,
bolt and wrench. Draw its free-body diagram.

c. Consider Case 3. Define the system as the 2 � 4,
bolt and wrench. Draw its free-body diagram.

d. Repeat a, b, and c if the system is defined as just
being the 2 � 4 and the bolt.

6.6.13. Consider the mechanism used to weigh mail in
E6.6.13. A package placed at A causes the weight pointer
to rotate through an angle �. Neglect the weights of the
members except for the counterweight at B, which has a
mass of 4 kg. For a particular package, � � 20�. Define

a. the system as shown in E6.6.13a and draw its free-
body diagram

b. the system as shown in E6.6.13b and draw its free-
body diagram

c. the system as shown in E6.6.13c and draw its free-
body diagram

d. the system as shown in E6.6.13d and draw its free-
body diagram

e. the system as shown in E6.6.13e and draw its free-
body diagram

6.6.10. A portion of a mechanical coin sorter is shown
in E6.6.10a. Pennies and dimes roll down the 20� incline,
the triangular portion of which pivots freely about a hori-
zontal axis through O. Dimes are light enough (2.28 grams
mass each) so that the triangular portion remains station-
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6.6.14. Consider the pair of pliers in E6.6.14. Define
a. Member 1 (E6.6.14a) as the system and draw its

free-body diagram
b. Member 2 (E6.6.14b) as the system and draw its

free-body diagram
c. Member 3 (E6.6.14c) as the system and draw its

free-body diagram
d. the entire pair of pliers as the system (minus the

shaft it is clamping) and draw its free-body diagram
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E

A B D
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F Member 2

Pulley 1Pulley 2
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(a)

E6.6.18

6.6.15. Consider the frame in E6.6.15. Define
a. the entire frame as the system and draw its free-

body diagram
b. Member 1 as the system and draw its free-body

diagram
c. Member 2 as the system and draw its free-body

diagram

6.6.17. Consider the frame in E6.6.17. Define
a. the entire frame as the system and draw its free-

body diagram
b. Member 1 as the system and draw its free-body

diagram
c. Member 2 as the system and draw its free-body

diagram

6.6.16. Consider the frame in E6.6.16. Define
a. the entire frame as the system and draw its free-

body diagram
b. Member 1 as the system and draw its free-body

diagram
c. Member 2 as the system and draw its free-body

diagram

6.6.18. Consider the frames in E6.6.18. Define
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a. Draw the free-body diagrams for the entire frame
(E6.6.18a), Member 1, Member 2, Pulley 1, and Pulley 2.

b. Draw the free-body diagrams for the entire frame
(E6.6.18b), Member 1, and Member 2.

6.6.19. Consider the exercise frame in E6.6.19. Define
the entire frame as the system and draw its free-body
diagram.

6.6.22. Reconsider the utility pole described in E6.4.6
and draw the free-body diagram of the pole.

6.6.23. A 200-N force is applied to the handle of the
hoist in the direction shown in E6.6.23. There is a thrust
bearing at A and a journal bearing at B. Draw a free-body
diagram of the handle–shaft–pulley assembly. Make sure
to record any assumptions.
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B

m E6.6.23

A C

B

E6.6.27

6.6.20. A roof access cover is buried under a pile of
snow as shown in E6.6.20.

a. Draw the free-body diagram of the cover.
b. Describe in words how you showed the snow load

and why you chose to show it in this manner.

6.6.21. The bent bar is loaded and attached as shown in
E6.6.21. Draw the free-body diagram of the bar.

6.6.24. Reconsider the welded tubular frame described
in E6.3.4 and draw the free-body diagram of the frame.

6.6.25. Reconsider the tower crane described in E6.3.2
and draw the free-body diagram of the crane.

6.6.26. Reconsider the steel shaft described in E6.3.3
and draw the free-body diagram of the shaft.

6.6.27. Three workers are carrying a 4-ft by 8-ft panel
in the horizontal position shown in E6.6.27. The panel
weight is 100 lb. Define the panel as the system and draw a
free-body diagram of the panel.

6.6.28. A bracket is bolted to the shaft at O. Cables
load the bracket, as shown in E6.6.28. Define the bracket
as the system and draw a free-body diagram.
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6.6.30. A hanging chair is suspended, as shown in
E6.6.30. A person weighing 800 N is sitting in the chair
(but is not shown). Define

a. the ring at D as the system and draw its free-body
diagram

b. the chair (including the knot at E) as the system and
draw its free-body diagram

c. the eyelet fastener at A as the system and draw its
free-body diagram

6.6.29. A carpenter is slowly pushing the 90-kg roof
truss into place. In the current position shown in E6.6.29 it
is oriented 20� from the vertical. The mass center of the
symmetric triangular truss is located up one-third of its
2.25-m dimension from its base. Define the truss of the
system and draw its free-body diagram.
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6.7 JUST THE FACTS
In this chapter we looked at free-body diagrams—what they are and
how to create them. To create a free-body diagram:

1. Study the physical situation. Classify the system as planar or non-
planar. A planar system is one in which all the forces acting on the sys-
tem lie in the same plane and all moments are about an axis
perpendicular to that plane or there is a plane of symmetry. Planar sys-
tems are also referred to as two-dimensional systems. If a system is not
planar, it is nonplanar and is also referred to as three-dimensional.

2. Define (either by imagining or actually drawing) a boundary that
isolates the system from its surroundings, then draw the system that is
within the boundary. Establish a coordinate system. Planar systems typi-
cally require a single view drawing, whereas nonplanar systems may re-
quire multiple views or an isometric drawing. State any assumptions you
make.
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3. Identify cross-boundary forces (e.g., gravity) acting on the system
and draw them at appropriate centers of gravity. Include a variable label
and the force magnitude (if known). Continue to state any assumptions
you make.

4. Identify all known loads acting at the boundary and add these to
the drawing, placing each known load at its point (or surface area) or
application; identify each load on the drawing with a variable label and
magnitude.

5. Identify the loads associated with each support, both those loads
that act at discrete points and those that consist of distributed forces.
The loads associated with various planar supports (e.g., normal contact,
links, cable) are presented in Table 6.1, and those with various nonpla-
nar supports (e.g., hinges, journal bearings) are presented in Table 6.2.

Irrespective of whether a system is planar or nonplanar, if a particu-
lar support is not described in Table 6.1 (planar systems) or Table 6.2
(nonplanar systems), the general rule that describes a boundary’s re-
striction of motion can be used to identify the loads at the support. This
rule states:

If a support prevents the translation of the system in a given direction,
then a force acts on the system at the location of the support in the op-
posite direction. Furthermore, if rotation is prevented, a moment oppo-
site the rotation acts on the system at the location of the support.

6. Identify fluid boundaries. Add the loads at these boundaries to the
drawing, showing them either as distributed or discrete point loads. Add
variable labels.

You now have a free-body diagram of a system, as well as a list of the
assumptions made in creating it. The diagram consists of a depiction of
the system and the external loads acting on the system. The loads are
represented in the diagram as vectors and with variable labels, and mag-
nitudes (if known) are indicated. In the next chapter we consider how to
use a free-body diagram in conjunction with Newton’s first law to con-
sider equilibrium of the system.
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To increase the seating capacity during basketball games,
collapsible and portable floors on rollers have been in-
stalled, as shown in Figure SA6.1.1. The chairs that go
with this portable flooring system are placed onto the
floors but are not connected to the floor. Figure SA6.1.2
shows the dimensions of one of these chairs.

Situation: The basketball game of Wolfpack against
UNC Chapel Hill is underway. As Sierra, an engineering
student taking Statics, is cheering her team, she notices a
woman sitting on the front edge of one of the chairs de-
scribed above. Because of the small size of the hinge that

holds the chair’s seat, Sierra becomes concerned for the
safety of the woman.

Imagine that you are in Sierra’s place and re-create
what goes through her mind as she has a sudden flashback
to moments and the concept of free-body diagrams cov-
ered in her Statics class.

(a) Assuming that the mass of the woman is 61 kg, what is
the maximum moment that the slotted hinge has to
bear? Figure SA6.1.3 may be helpful.

(b) As indicated in Figure SA6.1.3, the entire moment
created by the woman has to be held by the connector
pins and stop-pins. Consider the chair with the dimen-
sions in Figures SA6.1.2. Draw free-body diagrams of
the: (1) seat with hinge bracket A and (2) hinge
bracket B with 90� slot. The dimensions in Figure
SA6.1.4 will be useful. Remember that the 90� slot is
milled into bracket B while the stop-pin is welded to
bracket A at a distance of 3 cm from C, the center of
rotation at the connector pin.

◆ S Y S T E M  A N A L Y S I S  ( S A )  E X E R C I S E S

SA6.1 Check on the Design of a Chair
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Figure SA6.1.1 Mobile floor and chairs in the Reynolds
Coliseum

Figure SA6.1.3 Basic design of hinge for seat

Figure SA6.1.2 Dimensions of the chair
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Figure SA6.1.4 Dimensions associated with (a) seat
with hinge bracket A; (b) hinge bracket B with 90° slot
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(c) Based on the free-body diagram of the seat with hinge
bracket A created in (b), write expressions for the
equivalent load (consisting of an expression for the
equivalent force and an expression for the equivalent
moment) acting at a moment center at C. If the mag-
nitude of the expression for equivalent moment is
zero, what force must the stop-pin apply to the seat
plate?

(d) Figure SA6.1.5 provides a plot that shows the maxi-
mum allowable force that the stop-pin can safely hold.
What size pin is needed to ensure that the woman sit-
ting on the chair is safe? (Remember: Each chair has
two hinges and stop-pins.)

(e) Assume that the maximum mass of a person for which
each chair should be designed is 100 kg. What pin size
would you recommend?

(f) Finally, it is very likely that in the process of sitting
down, a person might actually “fall” into the chair.
Since you did not cover the dynamic effect yet, let’s
assume you should triple the static force to account

for the person’s deceleration. What would your final
recommendation be to the seat manufacturer regard-
ing the pin size? (Hint: You may have to extend the
plot by identifying the function that underlies the
curve, which depends on the cross-sectional area of
the pin and a fixed force per cm2.)

Figure SA6.2.1 Trash cart
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Figure SA6.1.5 Shear strength versus pin diameter

Figure SA6.2.2 Dimensions of trash cart load distributions

As you are leaving the coliseum after the game, you recog-
nize still another mechanical “beauty” in a corner—a large
trash cart ready for action. Here is a picture of it and its di-
mensions (Figure SA6.2.1).

We can safely assume that the cart would be able to
carry a total of 150 kg.

Part I: Lifting a load

(a) Situation 1: Draw a free-body diagram for the situa-
tion in which the janitor is just starting to dump a full
cart by moving the handle on the back of the cart up-
ward. The center of gravity for the full load distrib-
uted is shown in Figure SA6.2.2. If the equivalent
moment about a moment center at C (the contact
point between the front wheels and the ground) is

zero, what is the magnitude of the force that the jani-
tor must apply to the bin when the rear wheels just lift
off the ground? State any assumptions you make.

(b) Situation 2: Instead of the load shown in Figure
SA6.2.1, the cart is loaded with several heavy concrete
pieces with a total mass of 150 kg that are placed close
to the handle at position A; see Figure SA6.2.3a.
Draw a free-body diagram for the situation in which
the janitor is just starting to dump the cart by moving
the handle on the back of the cart upward. If the
equivalent moment about a moment center at C is
zero, what is the magnitude of the force that the jani-
tor must apply to the bin when the rear wheels just lift
off the ground? State any assumptions you make.

SA6.2 Follow the Path of the
Gravitational Force
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wheels with a bearing, the wheels rotate and the axle does
not. Let’s consider how the weight of the trash contained
in the bin is transferred to the ground. To do this we will
create a series of free-body diagrams.

Consider the following cross-sectional view of the trash
bin in Figure SA6.2.6 with various components labeled.

(a) Draw a free-body diagram of the system defined by
Boundary 1 (the cart and the trash it is holding).

(b) Draw a free-body diagram of the system defined by
Boundary 2 (the trash).

(c) Draw a free-body diagram of the main axle and wheel
assembly.

(d) Now we are ready to separate the main axle from the
wheels by pushing the shaft out of the bearing wheel
hub. Figure SA6.2.7 shows details of the axle–wheel
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18.0 in.

9.5 in.

C

(a)

37.0 in.

18.0 in.

26.0 in.

C

(b)

6.0 in. 6.0 in.

3.0 in.3.0 in.

21.0 in. 7.5 in. 21.0 in. 7.5 in.

BA

Figure SA6.2.3 The cart is carrying 150 kg mass at (a) Position A; (b) Position B

Position 1

Position 2

Figure SA6.2.4 From Position 1 to Position 2

Boundary 2

Boundary 1

Trash

Swiveling rear
wheels

Main axle
supporting bin

Wheel bearing

Figure SA6.2.6 Cross section through cart

Figure SA6.2.7 Axle and wheelsFigure SA6.2.5 Cart suspension system

(c) Situation 3: If the heavy concrete pieces with a total
mass of 150 kg are placed at B (Figure SA6.2.3b), what
force must the janitor apply to just lift the rear wheels
off the ground? Should the janitor worry more about
hurting his or her back in Situation 1, 2, or 3, and why?

(d) Will the magnitude of the force that the janitor is re-
quired to apply to the cart to move it from Position 1
to Position 2 (see Figure SA6.2.4) decrease, increase,
or remain the same as the cart goes from Position 1 to
Position 2? Include the rationale for your answer (no
calculations are required).

Part II: How the load is transferred to the ground
You notice that the cart has large front wheels and a
sturdy main axle that connects the wheels to one another.
The main axle is attached to a trash bin as shown in Figure
SA6.2.5. Because the axle is attached to each of the front
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connection and the bearings that connect the axle and
the wheels. Draw free-body diagrams for the wheels
and the axle after they are separated from one an-
other. Figure SA6.2.8 may be useful in visualizing this.

(e) Based on the free-body diagrams you created in
(a)–(d), which of the schematics shown in Figure
SA6.2.9 most accurately depicts how the weight of the
trash is transferred to the ground?

Roller bearing

Figure SA6.2.8 Details of axle–wheel connection

Figure SA6.3.1 Configure hanger and candy bar as shown

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Swiveling
rear wheel

Swiveling
rear  wheel

Bin

Bin

Figure SA6.2.9 Load path schematics

Materials needed: One wire clothes hanger, rubber band,
paper clip, a weight (a candy bar is suggested).

Experiment: Configure the hanger, rubber band, paper
clip, and weight as shown in Figure SA6.3.1. Using both
hands, keep the hanger level. Notice how your hands push
or pull on the wire.

(a) Consider the hanger to be your system. Draw it. Add a co-
ordinate system such that the y axis is aligned with gravity.

(b) List (in words) the forces acting on the hanger when in
the configuration shown.

(c) Draw each of the forces listed in (b) as a vector on the
drawing created in (a). Clearly mark the points of ap-
plication of each force and add variable labels. If the

magnitudes of any of the forces are known, include this
information on the drawing. You have now created a
free-body diagram of the hanger. Make sure to list any
assumptions you made and any uncertainties you have.

(d) Study your free-body diagram and identify any cou-
ples (describe in words).

SA6.3 Perform the Experiment
Described Below, then Follow the
Steps to Create a Free-Body Diagram 
of the Situation.

W
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Materials needed: Two wire clothes hangers, a friend.

Experiment: Hook the two clothes hangers together, as
shown in Figure SA6.4.1. Have your friend push and pull
on her hanger, as shown. At the same time, use your hands

(in the positions shown) to keep the hanger level. Notice
how your hands and those of your friend push and/or pull
on the wire.

(a) Consider the two hangers to be your system. Draw the
structure. Add a coordinate system such that the y
axis is aligned with gravity.

(b) List (in words) the forces acting on the system.

(c) Draw each of the forces listed in (b) as a vector on the
drawing created in (a). Clearly mark the points of ap-
plication of each force and add variable labels. If the
magnitudes of any of the forces are known, include
this information on the drawing. You have now cre-
ated a free-body diagram of the system. Make sure to
list any assumptions you made and any uncertainties
you have.

(d) Study your free-body diagram and identify any cou-
ples (describe in words).

(e) Repeat (a)–(d) if the system is defined as one of the
hangers.

SA6.4 Perform the Experiment
Described Below, then Follow the 
Steps to Create a Free-Body Diagram 
of the Situation.

Figure SA6.4.1 Configure two hangers as shown

Figure SA6.5.1 Bottom bracket assembly

Axle

Bearing 1

Crank

Pedals

Chainring
Bearing 2

Consider the bottom bracket assembly of a bicycle, as
shown in Figure SA6.5.1. The assembly consists of an axle,
chainring, left and right cranks, and left and right pedals.
The axle is held in the frame by two sets of ball bearings.
For the position shown, draw a free-body diagram of the
bottom bracket assembly.

SA6.5 The Bicycle Revisited


